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NEW FREE SERVICE, 
ONLY FOR INDIVIDUALS:

THE 
“SHARED OWNERSHIP” 

PACKAGE

openflyers proposes now free of charge its aircraft management solution to individuals.

Whether you share an aircraft or not, 
get access to a solution which was until now limited to professionals and non-profit organizations!

Be relieved of your aircraft management and IT:

✔ nothing to install;
✔ no update or maintenance to plan.

Get rid of the paperboard or spreadsheet! Openflyers will take care of it!
 

You only need an Internet connection: Openflyers is available 24 hours a day!

Enter only one time your flight hours and update automatically your flight log, your logbook and the remaining 
time. Give access to your  Continuing Airworthiness Management Organisation so as it can schedule your 
visits!

For more information, please consult our catalog price:
http://www.openflyers.com/doc/catalog_price.pdf

and our General Terms and Conditions to check your eligibility:
http://www.openflyers.com/license/generalterms1_3.pdf

NEWS OF MAY:

Openflyers, this is also some novelties on the 3.0alpha release:

✔ calculation of the total amount of debit accounts;
✔ unlimited statistics creation on flights, with automatic determination of the kind of flight; 
✔ automatic management of landing fees billing;
✔ deactivation/reactivation of useless flight types;
✔ new functionality getDebitCredit() accessible to administrators for creating their reports.

About Openflyers

Openflyers is a complete internet management solution for aviation structures. Leader in France, more 
and more overseas customers use it thanks to its multilingual interface. Nearly 25,000 pilots interact all over 
the  world  with  Openflyers for  the  whole  management  of  their  aviation  structure  (booking,  billing, 
accountancy, flight tracking, maintenance). 

Openflyers, this is also a development team, composed of aviation specialists, who devotes its times 
since  2003 to develop the application to suit  your needs an offer you a robust solution,  which evolves 
continuously.
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